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EscapeE is a powerful program to view and convert print files. EscapeE's main purpose is to view documents of a print file format that is supported.
EscapeE Features: View file preview view files in paged or grid format, customized by size or font view and choose pages to convert or extract text Export
selected text to CSV, XML or TXT Convert files into other formats, like PDF, TIFF, PNG or JPEG Extract custom fields Extract text from the fields of a
selected page or a particular shape Extract a text or a table from a page in a page-by-page or a grid format Search and highlight text Print and export selected
text in a text file Print and export selected text as HTML Print selected text as a text file Compose a new document Print and export an image Make an
image fill an area Convert pages of a file to PDF Create PDF files from print files Extract text from various documents Open a directory or a zip file Extract
text from the fields of a selected page or a particular shape View print files in an image preview Display a print file in the preview window View document
properties Display text format Display text, print and word count Display image properties Open a document by previewing the file View page properties
View page number, font, text and border properties Display page border properties Display page width and height properties Display page page properties
View page properties Display page View page text, print and word count Display a page View a page Display a page border Display a page number Display a
page preview Display a page border Display a page text Display a page print and word count Display a page text Display a page border Display a page border
properties Display a page page properties View page border properties View a page text Display a page Display a page text Display a page print and word
count Display a page text Display a page border Display a page page properties View page page properties Display a page page properties Extract text from a
page or a shape Compose a new document Copy and paste a page Print the first and the last page of a document Compose a new document Control the
length of a page or a shape Decompose a document View and extract text from a page Convert between PDF
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KeyMacro is a free utility that allows users to enter shortcuts for common tasks, such as copying and pasting files, launching programs and performing other
actions. The application is designed to help users save some time, since it is possible to run several commands at once by attaching them to a shortcut key.
KEYMACRO Features: KeyMacro is a simple and light application. It consists of just a text input box and a keyboard shortcut area, both of which can be
filled with any text. Once all the necessary information is entered, the program will generate a unique shortcut, which the user can choose from the menu bar
at the bottom of the screen. This way, a user can type the shortcut in the keyboard area, attach a text or file name in the text input box and then assign it to a
standard key. One can choose from a set of predefined commands or create a new one. The predefined commands include Cut, Paste, Copy, Rename,
Reload, Save, New Folder, Open URL, Open File, Open Directory, Print, Export, Open Webpage and Launch Application. Users can also write their own
shortcuts, for example, to copy a certain file and paste it into a new folder or to open a web page in a separate window. KeyMacro is a handy utility for those
who frequently perform the same tasks, as it allows one to save time while working. KEYMACRO Screenshots: KEYMACRO Download ADW Backtrack
2.0.1 ADW Backtrack is a feature-rich and customizable tool that allows users to check, edit and recover deleted files from the hard disk. The application
offers a quick search feature, which allows users to search for specified files in a folder. It also has a detailed directory browser, which provides the user
with a complete list of files, including the date the file was created, accessed or modified. One can also perform file recovery, file edition, file directory
search and disk shredding operations. ADW Backtrack also has a virtual disk editor, which allows one to move, copy or split the virtual disk. ADW
Backtrack is a very handy utility for those who like to keep their files safe, even when the computer is turned off. ADW Backtrack 2.0.1 Screenshot: ADW
Backtrack 2.0.1 Download ADW Backtrack 3.0.1 ADW Backtrack 3.0.1 is a professional and advanced 77a5ca646e
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The application allows users to extract text from custom fields. It can open numerous file-types, including PDFs, TIFFs, PNGs, DOCs and all document
formats supported by ISO. It converts between PDF, TIFF, PNG, DOC, TXT and CSV. It allows users to extract parts of the source file's text. System
Requirements: PC only Overview: EscapeE is a comprehensive program that is designed to help users in viewing and converting print files. The application
allows users to extract text from custom fields. Comes with a comprehensive user's guide Anyone who regularly works with specialized print file formats
will find this tool useful. Given that such documents are not usually employed by the general public, printing professionals are the ones that will obtain the
most benefits from it. This being said, the resource also supports more common formats, such as PDF and some standard image extensions, which means
casual users can also find it handy. The GUI features a large working frame, but once menus are browsed the interface can become quite loaded; newcomers
are highly recommended to peruse the built-in detailed manual. As mentioned, there are numerous menu items to browse and a few quick-link buttons are
also available. Can open numerous file-types, including PDFs Supported specialized source documents are numerous, and include Hewlett Packard PCLs
and HPGLs, Epson ESCs, IBM AFPs or Zenographics ZJSs. Casual users, however, will appreciate the more common PDFs, TIFFs, PNGs and DOCs that
the application can read. In essence, the resource has five main functions: document viewing or conversion, data extraction, image encoding and composite
document generation. The software can convert between multiple formats, which makes it a great tool to transfer data from specialized documents to
common ones. Users can extract parts of the source file's text One of the great features of this application is that it can extract data from source print files.
This is a powerful option, as it allows one to literally transfer text from user-drawn rectangular shapes. The cropped text will be saved as CSV, XML or
TXT. All in all, EscapeE is a powerful and detailed suite for viewing and converting specialized print files, as well as for extracting specific data. EscapeE
Description: The application allows users to extract text from custom fields. It can open numerous file-types, including PDFs, TIFFs, PNG

What's New In EscapeE?
ReCopy is a copy of Microsoft's program to backup and restore data. ReCopy is also a perfect tool for recovering data if you accidentally delete data, format
a hard disk, delete files or even remove the hard disk from the computer. With ReCopy, you can recover deleted file and MS Office files from memory
stick, USB flash drive or other external media. ReCopy features a variety of users. One of the uses is to backup entire computer or a particular directory on
the computer. The software works with Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7 or Windows 8. With it, you can backup single file or entire directory. And you can
select to save only file modification date, file size, folder and so on. For the test, we will use ReCopy to backup a large directory which contains 1,000 files.
You can take a look. Source EscapeE is a comprehensive program that is designed to help users in viewing and converting print files. The application allows
users to extract text from custom fields. Comes with a comprehensive user's guide Anyone who regularly works with specialized print file formats will find
this tool useful. Given that such documents are not usually employed by the general public, printing professionals are the ones that will obtain the most
benefits from it. This being said, the resource also supports more common formats, such as PDF and some standard image extensions, which means casual
users can also find it handy. The GUI features a large working frame, but once menus are browsed the interface can become quite loaded; newcomers are
highly recommended to peruse the built-in detailed manual. As mentioned, there are numerous menu items to browse and a few quick-link buttons are also
available. Can open numerous file-types, including PDFs Supported specialized source documents are numerous, and include Hewlett Packard PCLs and
HPGLs, Epson ESCs, IBM AFPs or Zenographics ZJSs. Casual users, however, will appreciate the more common PDFs, TIFFs, PNGs and DOCs that the
application can read. In essence, the resource has five main functions: document viewing or conversion, data extraction, image encoding and composite
document generation. The software can convert between multiple formats, which makes it a great tool to transfer data from specialized documents to
common ones. Users can extract parts of the source file's text One of the great features of this application is that it can extract data from source print files.
This is a powerful option, as it allows one to literally transfer text from user-drawn rectangular shapes. The cropped text will be
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: 1.4GHz Memory: 2GB RAM Hard Drive: 500MB of free space Video: DirectX 9 DirectX: Version 9 Network:
Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: Sound Card Additional Notes: Recommended: Memory: 3GB RAM DirectX: Version 9
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